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The study of satellite image maps can be seen as a branch of remote sensing cartography, whose main 
components are geometrie correction, radiometrie preparation, user-orientated visualization, cartographie supple
menting and/or the matie evaluation of remote sensing data (Strathmann 1989). Therefore, cartography with satellite 
images is interested in topographie and thematic mapping and the production of image maps and line maps from 
satellite imagery. The possibilities of map revision depend among other tacts upon the details required in the map and 
the type of terrain (Doyle 1975, van Zuylen 1978). 

User requirements, e.g. replacement of li ne maps, design of image-background maps, data extraction for the matie 
mapping, basic information for map revision, image evaluation for environmental planning or support for decision
makers, cause a lot of decisions and working steps in this field of map-making. 

+ Conditions of map-making 

• Basic decisions 

Among others the basic selections for the compilation of satellite image maps (see fig. 1) depend on conditions 
outside the cartographie process, e.g. 

• adaptation of user demands 
• availability of sensors 
• coverage of cloud-free scenes 
• choice of single bands and combination, 

and decisions of map-making, e.g. the use of 
• map scales and sizes 
• sheet-line systems 
• reference grids 
• basic map figures: island or frame 
·topographie and thematic background 
• superimposition: map- image 
• spectrallegends or colour codings 
• lettering 
• map frame references 
• marginal notes. 
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Fig. 1 : Basic Dependencies and selections 

• Image processing and cartographie working 

The most important working steps for the arrangement of satellite image maps (compare Albertz, 1988) are 

• map design (draft) 
• data selection and data acquisition 
• radiometrie preprocessing 
• geometrie correction (rectification) 
• radiometrie correction of single bands 
• thematic revision 
• cartographie supplementing 
• printing 

The transition from pure remote sensing data to image maps can be in particularcharacterized byfollowing working 
steps : 

• rectification of image data 
• data fitting into grids and spatial reference systems 
• application of principal map formalities. 

Ali these steps and problems are in the sphere of influence on the modes of satellite image maps, which for example 
(ISPRS, WG IV-3) can be classified as orthoimage, planimetrie image map, altimetric image map or topographie image 
map. The last product is a geometrically corrected image with planimetry, contours and spot heights. 

User requirements and technical conditions of editing exert a formative influence to map modes and cartographie 
elements of image map products. Therefore, considerations about map use are already useful in the draft period of 
satellite image maps. 
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+ Analysis of satellite image maps 

The essential principles of image map compilation were analyzed by about 60 products from different countries. 
Sorne results of this comparative study are sketched in the following explanation. 

• Superimpositlon of information 

For the geometrie fixing and the evaluation of image details seve rai methods of superimposition (image and map) 
are formed: 

• superimposition of multisensor image data 
• combination of cartographie information layers or GIS data with remotely sensed data 
• link of digital terrain models and satellite image contents 

Ali these methods are used for thematic mapping and the production of image maps. 

- Superimposition of image data 
The most common mode of satellite image maps is produced by the superimposition of LANDSAT-TM and 

SPOT-HRV data. Wh ile the panchromacie SPOT data give a high resolution product (1 0 m x 10 m), the resampled 
TM data facilitate opportunities of spectral differentation. Other modes are for example the superimposition of HCMR 
and MSS data or TM and KFA-1 000 data. 

- Superimposition of image and map information 
Sever al modes are provided by the geometrie superimposition of map and remotely sensed information. They 

depend on the dominance of bath media in the image map. Therefore, satellite datacan be used as background images 
for thematic maps or topographie base maps can be (background-) skeletons for the satellite images. There are ali 
kinds of transition in these connections between base map, image and thematic overlay. 

Depending on the saturation and intensity of colours in the stressing of image and map information the 
superimposition in general produce each ether supplementing partners. 

• Map Formalities 

Title 
ln a lot of cases the term satellite image map (French: spatiocarte, German: Satelliten-Bildkarte) is used on the 

map to characterize the origin of the data and the appearance as a map. Next ta this term the scale and often the place
name of the map are mentioned. Sometimes the re are also comments about the sen sors and the image processing 
used for the map production. Titles are placed at every corner of the map frame, although the place at the upper right 
corner is preferred for the most part . 
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Fig. 2: Scales of satellite Image maps and derived products 

Map scale 
The scales of satellite image maps depend 

on the spatial resolution of sensors used for 
superimposition or image background and the 
needs of accuracy for different purposes. As 
shawn in figure 2, satellite image maps (particu
lary with resampled information) are campi led in 
larger scales than maps derived from satellite 
imagery. 

Map format 
ln sorne prints the map size is tao big for han

dling. Aboutonefourthofthetested products had 
a size over one square meter. As the figure 3 
illustrates there is a special relation between 
map format and map contents (image format) in 
general. The image part of the map increases 
from 50% (small maps) ta 80% (large maps). 
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Map figure 
The decisions for the design of satellite image maps 

are particuiary determined by the clients, the size of the 
reproducible area, the purpose of application and the 
costs and availability of satellite data. Metropolitan a reas 
- especially for planning and development applications 
- are often pointed out by masking the surroundings. 
Using this «eut off, (island version) the satellite image 
can still be used as a background information. Standar
dized map series of a country or a planning region mostly 
used the image information in the shape of frame maps. 
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High resolution data, which can be used for scales 
ranging from 1 :100 000-1 :25 000, should provide solutions with the use of topographie maps as base maps. On this 
base there is a geometrie access to the image information. 

Map frame 
The image map border often corresponds to the standardized orientation border of the topograph ie base map with 

notes of coordinates. The use of both, geographie and cartesian coordinates, is preferred at many maps. The intervals 
between grid references mostly have a distance of 1 to 6 cm, but there are also distances of 16 to 21 cm and in one 
case above 26 cm. Sometimes a coarse insertion into the grid structure is given by indicating the sheet li ne system. 
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Fig. 4: Design of the map frame (coordinates} 

Sheet line system (SLS} 
Provided that satellite image maps (especially the frame version) are in general inserted in a grid of a SLS, they 

correspond in their own coverage with the SLS for national topographie maps. Only for demonstration printings or 
surrounding maps the SLS is established by bou nd aries of scenes, cloud-free are as or the suitability of are a limiting. 

• Legend 

Forthe use of the image map contents two principles have be en developed. Apart from the break dawn with cola ur 
codings, e.g. for land use classification or scales of surface temperatures, the explanation of the image physiognomy 
can be done by well-chosen image details. 

Spectral legend 
Particulary for satellite images and for extraction of image information outside the visible EMR, that means for not 

familiarized depiction of landscape conditions, sorne peculiarities of the image physiognomy demand a pictorial 
access to the remote sensing material. 

For this principle of «pictorial image detail explanation•• small boxes with representative image examples of abject 
classes are used. The selection results from dominating and homogeneous image structures and from knowledge of 
grou nd truth. Although there is no unambiguous relation between image contents and explanation or interpretation, 
this type of legend provides a helpful support for map users. 
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Colour coding 
A wide field of analogous photo-interpretation lies in the classification of remote sensing data and the represen

tation of this areal information, e.g. for (real) land use mapping. Therefore, principles of thematic cartography should 
be noticed, in particular in consciousness of the often restricted possibilities of colour/screen selections using image 
processing and GAD systems. 

• Lettering 

As a further entrance to the satellite image information the orientation with a lettering referring to towns, rivers, 
lakes, mountains, woods, heights or state borders is useful. The measurement of lette ring density (place-names only 
per 100 cm2) shows that this value is ranging from 1 to 30. ln particular in image maps with larger scales 
(e.g. 1 :50 000) the lettering density of the tested prints has been over 5 names per 100 cm2. 

• Data base 

Besides the map formalities, which are adopted from frames of topographie maps (e.g. titel, scale, SLS or date or 
production), there should be references about 

• system parameters 
• sensors and their spectral characteristics and calibrations 
• pixel size or ground resolution 
• base of geometrie correction 
• number of control points 
• band combinations and permutations 
• temporal resolution (e.g. repetition rate) 
• data acquisition times 
• image processing systems 
• methods of image processing 
• location of scenes (overview map). 

Main components of image processing 
The main data related to the rem ote sensing material, which should be mentioned on the map frame are the wave 

blands used for the map production, colour explanations generally relating to typical features as weil as dates and 
numbers of images. 

The analysis of data acquisition times shows most of the remote sensing data used for imaqe map production were 
acquired in the period from the end of June to the end of August. 

Remote sensing data index 
ln sorne maps only this graphical tool (see fig. 5) is used to indicate the location of the scenes or parts of scenes 

within the frame of the satellite image map. The sizes of the mostly square figures alternate between 10 and 50 cm2. 

+ Summary of deficits 

Referring to the basic decisions and working steps (chapter 2) and the analysis of products (chapter 3), the main 
deficits for the production of satellite image maps are in the field of data acquisition (cloud-free coverages), in the 
ad apt ion of user demands and in the cartographie supplementing, in particular in the listing and design of map frame 
references, marginal notes and remote sensing data indices. Further deficits are in the superimposition of image and 
map as weil as in the !hematie revision and the lettering of the image map. 

+ Results 

The problems of geometrie and radiometrie preprocessing and correction as weil as the principles of digital image 
processing for the production of satellite image maps are mainly solved, at least for the applications of thematic 
mapping. As the analyses of satellite image maps from different countries and with different scales have shown, efforts 
must be focussed on the useful cartographie design of this (quite new) map type. ln particular the necessity of lege nd 
design and special index diagramms and insertions (e.g. remote sensing data index, image processing references, 
remarks about the geometrie base) must be brought to the home of the map-makers. Conscious of this we also need 
mor efforts to study the map use potential of these materials, which are often strange for plan ners or politicians. These 
questions should be - on a basis of more examples, than could be shown in the presentation - a research work by 
the ICA commission. 
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Fig. 5: Remote sensing data index 
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